At the end of the 1990s, among the Brazilian sounding rockets, the VS-40 was presented as one that provides the best conditions for experiments in microgravity (Ribeiro, 1999). Space systems are complex, i.e., their behavior is governed by many distinct but interacting physical phenomena, and multidisciplinary, requiring balance among competing objectives related to safety, reliability, performance, operability, and cost (Rowell and Korte, 2003). Over time, advances in the engineering of complex systems have allowed to more quickly identify feasible solutions and exploit the synergy among the design disciplines (Rowell and Korte, advances yet. The interactions between the design disciplines of the VS-40 were processed in a sequential order, in which those disciplines that act early in the conceptual design establish constraints on the others that follow later, leading to a concept without regarding the trade-offs that may exist between the design objectives. The plausible consequence of such sequential methodology is a suboptimal design with respect to the entire project, promoted by low synergy between the design disciplines. methodology that allows exploiting the synergy between its design disciplines has not been used yet for Brazilian sounding rockets. A methodology called multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) replaces the traditional sequential methodology by synergic interactions between the design disciplines, promoting the overall gain in product's performance, decreasing the design time (Floudas and Pardalos, 2009).
INTRODUCTION
At the end of the 1990s, among the Brazilian sounding rockets, the VS-40 was presented as one that provides the best conditions for experiments in microgravity (Ribeiro, 1999) . Space systems are complex, i.e., their behavior is governed by many distinct but interacting physical phenomena, and multidisciplinary, requiring balance among competing objectives related to safety, reliability, performance, operability, and cost (Rowell and Korte, 2003) . Over time, advances in the engineering of complex systems have allowed to more quickly identify feasible solutions and exploit the synergy among the design disciplines (Rowell and Korte, advances yet. The interactions between the design disciplines of the VS-40 were processed in a sequential order, in which those disciplines that act early in the conceptual design establish constraints on the others that follow later, leading to a concept without regarding the trade-offs that may exist between the design objectives. The plausible consequence of such sequential methodology is a suboptimal design with respect to the entire project, promoted by low synergy between the design disciplines. methodology that allows exploiting the synergy between its design disciplines has not been used yet for Brazilian sounding rockets. A methodology called multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) replaces the traditional sequential methodology by synergic interactions between the design disciplines, promoting the overall gain in product's performance, decreasing the design time (Floudas and Pardalos, 2009) .
Why should the VS-40 be revised? It promises the best conditions for microgravity experiments, but not widely launched yet such as the VSB-30, also a Brazilian sounding rocket, so that it could be more studied, and perhaps improved it was not originally designed for carrying a payload with exposed canards, indicating that its design can be altered, if of complex systems, and it may have some subsystems that could be improved regarding its next launches at Brazilian doi: 10.5028/jatm.2012.04044412
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Shape Using a Tool Called MDO-SONDA Alexandre Nogueira Barbosa 1 *, Lamartine Nogueira Frutuoso Guimarães territory carrying the Sub-orbital SARA, a Brazilian platform for microgravity experiments.
Motivated by a search for VS-40 improvements, the use of the MDO was introduced in Brazilian sounding rockets. Therefore, the objective of this paper was to provide a perspective of the MDO application in this context based on a case study of the VS-40. As case study, the shape optimization increasing the chances of adverse effects that could lead to unstable behaviors. To perform the optimization, a computer tool called MDO-SONDA (MDO of Sounding Rockets), which was developed by Alexandre Nogueira Barbosa, was introduced by this paper.
SOUNDING ROCKETS AND MICROGRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
Sounding rockets, such as the VS-40, are characterized by (2001) , such rockets are constituted of solid fueled motors and a payload that carries instruments to take measurements Thus, the sounding term means taking measurements.
In comparison with the VSB-30, the VS-40 bi-stage can provide a wide exposure to the microgravity environment, characterized by a condition where an object is subjected achieved by moving in free fall, where there are no forces other than gravity acting on the object.
Payloads carried by rockets achieve the microgravity environment after the burnout of the rocket when the thrust force is zero and the payload is above the atmosphere. It is assumed that the Kármán line, at 100 km above the seawater surface, might be used as a reference for microgravity atmosphere and the outer space, from which the atmosphere becomes so thin that the drag force could be neglected.
FACTS ABOUT THE VS-40
In spite of the fact that the VS-40 provides more exposure to microgravity than the VSB-30, since the 21st century began, rather than the VS-40, the VSB-30 has been most frequently , 2011).
for microgravity experiments with an advantage, the payload recovery operation associated with the VSB-30 is less costly times more distant from the continent-ocean boundary than the VSB-30, demanding more autonomy for the recovery means. From 2004 to 2010, ten VSB-30 campaigns were successfully performed, three of them in the Brazilian territory , 2011). In contrast to the VSB-30, three VS-40 campaigns has occurred so far, two of them in the Brazilian carrying the Sharp Edge Flight Experiment (SHEFEX) II (Weihs launched at the Andøya Rocket Range in Northern Norway compensate for the aerodynamic effects of the small canards at the payload, as can be seen in Fig. 1c (Weihs , 2008) . In 1997, a recovery orbital platform called SARA for supporting short-orbital experiments in microgravity environment was proposed (Moraes and Pilchowski, 1997).
few minutes of microgravity conditions, an orbital one can provide more than ten days before reentering the Earth's similar example of such a kind of platform (Reddy, 2007) .
for application of SHEFEX derived technology, which is a reusable orbital return vehicle for experiments under microgravity conditions (Weihs , 2008b ). Thereafter, a platform called Sub-orbital SARA, which is part of the road map to achieve the orbital mission purpose of this platform, has been constructed to be launched by a VS-40, supporting an experimental module to be exposed to of the S44 motor, which constitutes the fourth stage of the methodology had recently been presented. as a case study using such methodology to demonstrate its application in the context of Brazilian sounding rockets. However, before presenting the results of the optimization, the main aspects of the MDO-SONDA will be further depicted.
MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF SOUNDING ROCKETS
The MDO-SONDA was conceived to exploit the synergy between the design disciplines of sounding rockets. Among them, those that use physics-based engineering models are: propulsion, aerodynamics, heating, structures, controls, and trajectory. Its current version interacts in batch mode with and another of trajectory. Thus, it can exploit the synergy between these two disciplines. Interacting with at least two disciplines makes the MDO-SONDA able to demonstrate the MDO methodology. Besides, it can support multiobjective problems. It can also investigate the trade-offs between the design objectives.
The current version is only prepared for optimization of to structure proper interfaces for further studies, including the shape optimization of other rocket subsystems, such as transitions between rocket stages of different diameters.
The main aspects of the MDO-SONDA are architecture, inputs, outputs, optimization algorithm, and how to proceed with the optimization.
Architecture
The architecture of the MDO-SONDA is described in two parts: the interaction between the objective function and another of trajectory (Fig. 2a) ; and, the interaction between the optimization algorithm and the objective function (Fig. 2b ).
rocket simulation (ROSI).
The missile datcom is a widely used semi-empirical aerodynamic prediction code, which estimates aerodynamic forces, moments, and stability derivatives for a wide range descriptors: Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack (Sooy and Schmidt, 2005) . Its original version was developed in the FORTRAN 90 version was documented by the U.S. Air Force (Blake, 1998) .
The ROSI is also a FORTRAN code. It computes the motion of a rigid body in a three-dimensional space, considering also its rotation in yaw, pitch, and roll axes (Ziegltrum, successfully used for the trajectory calculation of Brazilian sounding rockets. .
The MDO-SONDA manages the process of each executable code, writes their inputs, and reads their outputs, coordinating their interaction. During the optimization loop, if they freeze for any reason, their processes are, automatically, killed and restarted but with different inputs. First, the MDO-SONDA interacts with missile datcom, obtaining the aerodynamic of ROSI, which also receives the mass and inertia properties of the rocket, i.e., the changes of mass, center of gravity, moment of inertia and product of inertia, computed by the MDO-SONDA due to spent stage separations, system releases user-friendly interface to insert input values and to check, graphically, outputs of both missile datcom and ROSI. It also code, which is automatically generated to make sure that there is not any apparent mistake.
Inputs
The MDO-SONDA inputs can be grouped in three parts.
The second are the elements of the optimization problem: ones are the optimization algorithm settings. With respect to spent stage separation, nose fairing ejection, and system release. Such events divide the trajectory calculation into phases, since of Mach and altitude for each change in rocket geometry, due to the separation of its parts, and jet plume, due to switching a motor on and off. Each phase is characterized by rocket of the body, propulsion data, and mass and inertia properties of each subsystem that still remains in the rocket during the computes the total mass and inertia properties of each phase
Outputs
The MDO-SONDA provides an output interface for each executable code and for the optimization results. Using such interfaces, the user can save and analyze later the Paretooptimal solutions by using the features of the output interface for missile datcom and ROSI in order to verify and validate
Optimization algorithm
Since it is expected that the objective functions have many local minima and maxima and unknown function's gradient, the appropriate methods are, traditionally, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing, according to the logic decision for choosing MDO, which was proposed by Rowell MDO-SONDA is based on a multiobjective nongenerational nongenerational approach is adequate for multiobjective issues, since it preserves individuals that are closer to the Pareto front this genetic algorithm approach, which was used in this work, is based on the proposal of Borges and Barbosa (2000) . The nongenerational algorithm starts generating and assessing the quantity of iterations is started, which will be satisfactory if all individuals become nondominated at the completion of the optimization. Each iteration consists of selecting two individuals, denoted by parents, generating their offspring that individual to decide on his/her inclusion into the population. Despite the denomination given to this genetic algorithm, nongenerational, each iteration denotes a generation, since a new individual can be introduced into the population. In the version used in this work, new individuals are accepted only if they are not bad than the worst individual in the population of the search for optimal solutions instead of the original binary operators, since the optimization problem of current interest is based on continuous objective functions.
The proposed real operator works on a normalized search space. Firstly, appropriate values are assigned to its parameters: c), lower bound of mutation ( inf ), and upper bound of mutation ( sup is a real number and the last two are integers. Secondly, the operator visits each solution that were previously chosen to chosen solution, a variable ( ) of it that is a design variable is randomly chosen to suffer mutation. Thirdly, an integer ( ) is randomly generated between inf and sup , and a real value (p) is randomly generated between zero and one. Finally, the new value of derives from the old one plus an increment (m), which is given by Eq. 2:
it is important to establish a compromise between both
How to proceed with the optimization
The optimization is a trial process. It consists of choosing the preliminary intervals for the design variables. The output interface for optimization results uses a method for analyzing multivariate data, which is called parallel coordinates. This method consists of parallel lines, vertical and equally spaced, where each line corresponds to a design variable and the maximum and minimum values of each variable are usually scaled to the upper and lower boundaries on their respective graphically, whether the promising region of the search space is reaching the lower and upper bounds or not. Then, if it does, it suggests that the bounds should be extended. Otherwise, it may suggest that the bounds should be more restrictive. Furthermore, the analyses of the optimization results may expose unfeasible conditions that were not considered before in the optimization problem. Thus, the optimization is also a learning process on the self-optimization problem.
CASE STUDY
This section presents the case study of the VS-40 by using the MDO-SONDA. Firstly, the elements of the optimization nongenerational genetic algorithm will be presented, and
Finally, a mission analysis considering a hypothetical payload mass to microgravity experiment will be presented on the point of view of the trajectory discipline to evaluate the gain Design problem statement original design of the VS-40 with a payload of 240 kg, and assuming that this mass is the minimum acceptable for this To achieve such a goal, two design objectives were pursued:
and maximization of the shortest interval between critical pressure, minimum static margin, and pitch-roll crossing.
The second objective is commonly pursued to avoid subjecting the rocket to severe conditions that could induce an unstable behavior. The transonic speed refers to the range of Mach 0.8 to 1.4, in which severe instability can occur due to oscillating shock waves and large acoustic energy release. The maximum dynamic pressure is often related to the point of maximum on the instants of both the transonic speed and the maximum rocket propulsion. The static margin is the position of the center of pressure, where the aerodynamic forces act, minus the position of the center of gravity, both measured with respect to the nose tip as referential and positive in the direction of the rocket tail. If the static margin is negative, that is, the center of pressure is ahead of the center of gravity, the rocket is aerodynamically unstable. If it is positive but too small, it increases the rocket oscillations, which can affect the rocket performance. The pitchroll crossing, that is, the crossing between the pitch and the roll rates, can lead to a physical phenomenon called roll resonance followed by the roll lock-in, where the roll rate deviates from its , 1979). These two latter critical
Before proceeding with the comments on the solutions to second objective suffer as a result? It is also demonstrated that the MDO methodology can be used to investigate whether design objectives are competing or not, leading to a more comprehensive understanding of the system's trade-offs. Figure 3 describes the design variables. The VS-40 is a airfoil geometry and two segments. In this case study, only the second segment was subjected to optimization (Fig. 3) . Still, the variation of mass and inertia properties related to the shape for optimization.
The optimization was subjected to the following side Such constraints are necessary because excessive roll rate affects the structure, and too small static margin increases oscillations. Both situations can affect rocket performance. Table 2 presents the settings of the multiobjective nongenerational genetic algorithm used in MDO-SONDA. It also shows that the neighborhood radius and the graduation the distribution of solutions along the Pareto front (Borges and Barbosa, 2000) .
Optimization settings and results
Despite the small number of design variables, this case study showed that computational cost could become an issue. A single simulation involving interactions between aerodynamics and trajectory calculations takes 12 seconds objective function were required for seven design variables, the optimization took four hours. We have found a Pareto front, demonstrating that the competing objectives (Fig. 4) .
and Barbosa (2000), gave well-distributed points along the Pareto front (Fig. 4) . However, despite the fact that population points. Indeed, in some of these points, there is more than one solution with slight differences between them. Optimization results seem to be coherent. The interval between the transonic speed and the maximum dynamic The optimization could not lead to solutions that exceed such reduced up to 29% without increasing the chances of adverse effects that could lead to unstable behaviors (Fig. 4) . There are some chances that adverse effects increase when two or more on -axis the total drag minus its value without computing the Thus, in terms of the total drag, the reduction was up to 5%.
Regarding the parallel coordinates graph, the promising area of the search space has reached the limits of almost the totality of the design variables (Fig. 5) .
In Fig. 5 , regarding the line of Var-7, which is related to the they also want to avoid unfeasible solutions. Therefore, the lower bound of Var-7 is kept, assuming that its reduction can lead to structural issues. Table 3 presents a Pareto-optimal solution associated with each point in Fig. 4 . It is worth noting, based on Var-3 and Var-4 values in Table 3 and the chord at the base of the showed in Fig. 3 , the Pareto-optimal solutions have from 2.8 to 19.6% more surface than the original panel. Surface area often has more impact than geometry, increasing the drag, despite any attempts to reduce it by choosing an adequate geometry. However, the extended surface area of the Paretooptimal solutions does not seem to cause any disadvantage in one that provides more drag in supersonic speed, based on equal surface area and span between the geometries (Fleeman, causes more drag than the Pareto-optimal solution number 11, which has the largest surface area. Among the Pareto-optimal solutions, the drag increases as of the surface area (Fig. 6) . However, the solution number 1 is an outlier, since it causes less drag than solutions from 2 to 7 but it has an area slightly extended with similar geometry (Fig. 4) . Solutions are ordered as in Fig. 4 .
Despite the fact that solutions providing the shortest seconds are those safer than the solution number 1, for the Pareto-optimal solution that causes the largest reduction of the drag, increasing the rocket's performance.
Mission analysis
The proposed mission to be analyzed is characterized by a hypothetical payload of 240 kg, which is carried by the VS-40 to be exposed to microgravity environment. If one suppose the mission is scheduled for December, corresponding to the and Fisch, 2007), when wind surface reduces gradually with goal is to evaluate what is the gain in the performance of the ones considering this hypothetical mission.
The maximum expected gain can be estimated without performing any optimization. The trajectory simulation provides an expected gain of 2.9% (Fig. 7) . Despite the small seen that the conditions of a mission analysis can affect the gain in microgravity of 1.6% (Fig. 7) . However, since the VS-40 is an unguided rocket, wind effects and dispersion factors should be considered. The mission analysis consists of taking into account these factors in the evaluation of the elapsed time in microgravity is estimated by considering the dispersion factors of the rocket. Finally, the gain in the based on the average value of the elapsed time in microgravity, Brazilian territory, to compensate for the wind effect, it is necessary to adjust the launch azimuth and elevation based on wind data, which are collected few moments before liftoff. Two types of wind sensing devices are provided, rawinsondes to high altitudes and anemometer measurements azimuth and elevation adjustments for sounding rockets, still adopted by the Brazilian launch centers, is based on Hennigh (1964) . It consists of determining, for a range of launch elevations, the wind weighting as a function of the altitude, and the splashdown displacements caused by a unit range-and cross-wind, respectively. Such displacements are determined by considering the wind up to an upper limit of the effective atmosphere. The range-wind azimuth is given in the direction of the rocket launch tower, while input, the procedure consists of evaluating the ballistic wind, combining data provided by the wind sensing devices with the wind weighting function, which had been previously calculated. The ballistic wind is hypothetical and constant in upper limit of the effective atmosphere. In practice, the upper limit of the effective atmosphere is roughly 25 km (Hennigh, 1964) . Finally, considering the ballistic wind, the splashdown displacement caused by a unit wind, and the assumption that the response of the rocket is linear with the wind velocity, the launch azimuth and elevation are adjusted. However, due to stochastic behavior of the wind, dispersion factors of the rocket, structural issues, geographical constraints, and rocket assumption of the linear response to make the adjustments,
and A are, respectively, the adjusted elevation and azimuth; and, El R and R are, respectively, the reference elevation and azimuth.
December 2008, obtained with sensors, we have estimated the probability of not violating such constraints for a range of launch azimuth and elevation values, given to one attempt of launch (Fig. 8) .
Suppose the hypothetical mission cannot exceed two attempts of launch, given that the probability for one attempt (P) can be expressed by Eq. 4:
where, P n is the probability, between 0 and 1, for n attempts of launch. P n at 0.98, for instance, the probability of not violating constraints of launch azimuth and elevation can be at least 0.9 (90%). As the elapsed time in microgravity increases with the launch elevation (Fig. 7) , let us select the maximum launch of nonviolation of the constraints. Based on Fig. 8 , the VS-40
The theoretical deviation of the elapsed time in microgravity of varying the dispersion factors, and computing their results on the trajectory of the rocket, assuming a normal distribution error. The aerodynamic coefficients are, for instance, Gain of 2.9% dispersion factors to be considered. Studies that evaluate the accuracy of the missile datcom compared to experimental wind tunnel data shows that the results for aerodynamic drag are predicted by missile datcom with an error, whose magnitude is less than 20% for a variety of rocket geometries (Sooy and Schmidt, 2005) . At transonic speeds, where boundary layer shock interaction takes place, missile datcom does not have the capability to accurately represent such kind of interaction. Table 4 presents the dispersion factors that were assumed to calculate the deviation of the elapsed time in microgravity.
No predominant wind speed and direction have been considered in the calculation of the deviation of the elapsed time in microgravity. Table 5 presents the deviation of the elapsed time in microgravity.
increase from 1.6 to 2.9% (Table 5) . As previously discussed, the expected gain does not seem to justify any attempt of the other hand, it was demonstrated that the factors associated with the mission analysis could affect the gain evaluation. It is expected that, by involving more subsystems and design
Brazilian sounding rockets can be demonstrated regarding different applications, besides their application in microgravity experiments.
FUTURE WORKS
In future works, at least four lines of development should be considered. First, new functionalities may be added to the MDO-SONDA. Interfaces might be created for graphical plots of the trajectory parameters. The user should be able to customize the optimization problem and to set the interaction Table 5 . Average value and error of the elapsed time in microgravity. MDO-SONDA. This latter should be able to recalculate the mass and inertia properties of the rocket considering the change of the shape that is being optimized. Data-mining methods might be included in the future to assist the user on searching for trade-offs, when the number of design variables and objectives are such that the traditional methods of data visualization are not enough to make them explicit. Also, the MDO-SONDA should be compared with other codes.
MDO-SONDA, involving more design disciplines. For instance, teamwork involving experts in propulsion and generate the thrust curve from the propellant variables and to estimate the structural resistance of the rocket against Third, the optimization mechanisms may be more combination of two or more metaheuristics, cooperating or competing with each other, and surrogate models might improve the overall performance of the optimization by reducing the number of objective function evaluations. Parallel computing might be used together with such approaches for large-scale optimization problems. The search for appropriate parameter values related to the optimization mechanisms are an issue for future works. Finally, with respect to the last line of development to be seen in future, two or more subsystems may be redesigned, simultaneously, to improve the rocket, for instance, two or more can be executed to investigate the impact of any variations of the design variables on the its objectives. In addition, two or more missions with respect to the same rocket may be simultaneously considered at the same optimization process.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a MDO application in the context of Brazilian sounding rockets was demonstrated. As case study, the shape next launches at the Brazilian territory to perform microgravity experiments. This paper began by introducing the concepts of sounding rockets and the microgravity environment, which was followed by presenting facts about the VS-40, and explaining why it should be revised. Before commenting the results of the optimization, the main aspects of the MDO-SONDA were depicted. It was found that the minimization of the drag due comprehensive understanding of the VS-40 trade-offs. The drag in order to avoid adverse effects that could lead to unstable behaviors. However, in terms of the total drag, the reduction was factors of the rocket. Despite the small gain, it was demonstrated that the factors associated with the mission analysis could affect the gain evaluation. Finally, four lines of development for future works were suggested: the addition of new functionalities to MDO-SONDA; the participation of more design disciplines, the optimization mechanisms, adding sophisticated methods, such as surrogate models; and the simultaneous optimization of two or more subsystems of the rocket. 
